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The police department of Dortmund warmly welcomes the fans of Glasgow Rangers! 
 
We expressly welcome football enthusiasts and peaceful supporters as well as other visitors 
to the city of Dortmund. We are aware that supporting the team  is an important part of the 
match. Nevertheless we would like to inform you that carrying and burning of flares, smoke 
bombs, sparklers, fireworks or any other non-approved pyrotechnics is prohibited inside of 
the stadium as well as in public areas. Any violation will lead to legal consequences and will 
be prosecutet. The police of Dortmund does not tolerate misbehaviour of any kind and will 
probably exclude those supporters from the match. 

 
Therefore please do not use any kind of fireworks or pyrotechnics at any time during 
your stay in Dortmund. You endanger yourself and others! 

 
Travel by bus: 
Supporters arriving by bus are asked to use the parking place „Parkplatz E3“, Victor-Toyka-
Straße, Dortmund. The walking distance to the stadium is a few hundred meters. 

 
Travel by train: 
Supporters arriving by train are asked to use the subway U 45 from „Hauptbahnhof“ to 
„Stadtgarten“. Here please change to the subway U 46 to „Westfalenhallen“ and continue 
to the stadium on foot.  

 
Travel from city centre: 
Supporters who decide to spend the afternoon in the city centre („Alter Markt“) are asked to 
use the subway line U 46 from the underground Station „Stadtgarten“ to „Westfalenhallen“ 
and continue to the stadium on foot.  

Welcome to the upcoming UEFA Euro League match 
Borussia Dortmund - Glasgow Rangers 
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Corona legislation of North-Rhine-Westfalia: 
It ist mandatory to wear a medical mask or higher standard (ffp2) in public areas, especially 
in the City Centre, the Signal-Iduna-Park (stadium), public transport services as well as in 
Restaurants and Bars. 
The gastronomic offer can exclusively be used by Persons with a proven immunization in 
addition with a  negative corona-test-certificate. You find all further details on the website: 
www.land.nrw/corona. 
You can receive your test-certificate in various test centers in the city center of Dortmund. 
 
Important notice to all visitors: Please take care to arrive by 16:45 pm in the vicinity 
of the stadium to avoid missing the kick off. Queues in front of the stadium can be 
quite long and cause delays. The guest entrance is located in the north-eastern part of 
the Stadium and can be reached over the street „Strobelallee“.  
 
Please notice that bags and other larger cases can’t be brought along into the stadium. 
Therefore we demand you to refrain from bringing those bags around. If this is not possible 
there are two shacks to drop your bags (one in front of the north stand where you will enter 
the stadium and one in the “Turnweg” right next to the traditional stadium “Rote Erde”). There 
are lock boxes at the main central station “Hauptbahnhof Dortmund”, too. 

 
We thank you for your cooperation and hope you have a nice day in the city of Dortmund.  
 
Regards 
your Police Department of Dortmund 
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